Abstract. The traditional C, C ++, Java compiler system are large and integrate a large number of libraries and frameworks, allowing developers to use conveniently, are not conducive to understand the compiler theory and technology. In this paper, aiming at the above problems, we research a simple structure of code compiler technology, developed a simple compiler system with common sense, making the reader better learn compiler theory and technology and increasing the interest of this course. Firstly, the main features and applications what Tina interpreter were discussed, and the analysis and discussion of the implementation process. The actual situation in the field of researching, proposed Tina compiler which is the design method of this solution. Secondly, from code structure and format of Tina, it analyzes the common lexical, grammatical problems. Research on the compiler technology, control structures and procedures, parsing judgment for detailed analysis. Compilation process is divided into lexical analysis, syntax analysis and code generation three processing stages,which let the Windows system as the development platform and let C language as development tools and use recursive technique and the data structure of lists and queue and stacks implementing the three modules of the specific design.
Introduction
Tina interpreter program complete the function from the input of the source, preprocessing, loading, lexical analysis, syntax analysis, semantic analysis and generate intermediate reverse polish expression, the implementation of intermediate code with a virtual machine, to the results of a series of processes [1] [2] [3] . Which includes on, for, if, function, var, expression, class, array, return, print, API (system comes with function) interpretation process. Tina is a small scripting language interpreter that supports the inheritance of a class and addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and, or operations, outputting strings, and processing basic results, and assuming that the application written by the programmer does not syntax error [4] . Tina is a simple scripting language designed by C language, which mainly uses simple data structures such as stack, queue, list, array and so on. It is simple to implement the function. There is no commercial value at all, just to make people have a better understanding to the theory of compilation and compiler technology [5] . Figure 1 is written with Tina application, Figure 2 is the output of the program. 
The Implementation Process of Tina Interpreter
The program starts with the main function of the interpreter, interprets the local test.tina script if unspecified, then registers a function to the virtual machine, input its name, function pointer, the number of arguments in the script. The function's style is void API_FUNC (). After the establishment of function, in three steps: The first step, loading; the second step, pre-processing; the third step, scanning. Each step has a separate C program module for processing Tina script, the following were introduced.
(1) Loading. Taking the .tina source file as an inputting of function. Through the file function which C language owns to read all the characters in the source file into the buffer, waiting for the next step.
(2) Pre-processing. The source program is read from the buffer, and single line comments and block comments are removed.
(3) Scanning. Scan the three times, the first pass, as shown in Figure 3 , scan all the global function statement with token_get () function for lexical analysis and syntax analysis [6] , putting the symbols of scanning into the t_k structure of the characters, And according to the symbol of scanning to determine whether is the function symbols. If so, calling the function definition parsing module to resolve; if it is a class, then skip the class name and definition of block. The second pass, scanning all the class definitions, finds the class definition and invokes the class resolving module for parsing. The third time scanning, found that the function name and definition, and call the function definition analysis module for soluting. The token_get () function which the parsing module used in these three passes for lexical analysis are described later [7] . The architecture of Tina interpreter is shown in Figure 4 , starting from the main program module main.c. This module consists of five parts, the building block includes five parts, function analysis module contains seven parts: lexical analysis module throughout the entire Function analysis module; the middle code execution module calls the function analysis module, the virtual machine operates module, the API analysis module and the variable processing module; the variable processing and the expression analysis module will call the lexical analysis, variable processing, function analysis module; Return and print statements are calling the expression parsing module and the intermediate code execution module; judgment and analysis of the loop statement will call 8 modules.
Token Get () Function.
Parsing a lexical marker from the current position (pos), and store information about the lexical token into the TokenInfo object pointed by t_k. After parsing, the current position will jump back to a lexical marker, and we assume that the entire cache is error-free (i.e., there are no invalid lexical units).
First, to refresh the contents of the string t_k, and establish temporary storage of lexical marker string and clear the array. To detect whether it is the end of the file and delete the leading whitespace (carriage return, linefeed, space), semicolons, and commas. If you encounter numbers or letters, it must be a character or numeric constant; if it is a character, then check whether it is a keyword, whether it is the reference member operator, or the API function, or the custom function, and the type of judgment is stored in the t_k structure.
Function Analysis Module
The module is divided into two parts: parsing of function declarations and parsing of function definitions [8] .
Function declaration: use token_get () to get the function name, add the suffix "_M" to the local variable, to avoid confusion with the declaration of the global variable, check whether there is a duplicate function, if not have, create function.
Function definition: We have pre-scanned the declaration of the function, and now we directly through the name of the function to obtain the function of the structure and set this function as the current scan function, analytical parameters such as (a, b, c), we set the parameters as the function of the outermost layer of several variables, called the analytic variable module to scan the local variables of the body to determine the relative index, and placed into the variable list queue.
(1) variable definitions, numbers, their own references, boolean expressions are called analytic module for analysis; (2) if there is a return value, then call the return value expression to analysis; (3) encountered the left parenthesis, the current level increased by 1, encountered the right bracket to reduce the current level of 1,destroy the whole of the original inner-level variables, parentheses balance (value 0) is the end of the function definition.
(4) while, for, if, print expressions call the corresponding analytical module for analysis. (5) finally, if the left parentheses, then back out of a grid, make the expression evaluation, if not, then the compiler error appears.
Class Analysis
Class of the analytical process is: to obtain the name of the class; detect whether there is a symbol of succession, if there is, access to the name of the base class. Since we create a function with the name of the base class, the resulting of the lexical tag should be an API function; get the base class member and add the base class member.
(1) If there are functions, to take function definition analysis, encountered brackets to jump then continue to monitor their accessing and sealing and member variables of the class;
(2) If a function definition symbol is found, the function definition parsing module is invoked and checked whether is an API function or an ordinary function.
In the absence of the end of the file to take the cycle of the above operations.
While Loop Statement Analysis
First, ignoring the left parentheses of the judgment expression of while and preserving the position of the expression and parsing it later. Create the first jump node, and create a tag corresponding to the first jump, skip the conditional expression, and parse the statement first [9] . The loop is parsed until the end of the file or jumps out of the loop.
(1) break or continue will insert some nodes; (2) encountered the implementation of its own guidelines, variable definitions, boolean values, numbers, custom function, API function will call the expression parsing module; (3) a print operation will call the print parsing analysis module; (4) encountered a return to call the return expression parsing module; (5) encountered the left parenthesis, the current level increased by 1, encountered the right parenthesis, the current level reduced of 1, the whole destruction of the original level of the innermost variables; (6) encountered if, while, for keywords to invoke the corresponding module to analysis; (7) If it is left parentheses, then the back of a grid, make sure the expression evaluation, if not; then suggest a compile error; jump out of the loop, then call the expression analysis module to resolve the while expression judgment conditions.
Summary
With the knowledge of compiling principle, this paper realizes the function of inputting source program, entering buffer, lexical analysis, grammar analysis, generating intermediate expression, executing with virtual machine and returning intermediate result. And the loop statement, return statement, arrays, judgments, and class inheritance.
The first part of the Tina interpreter features a brief introduction. The second part of the interpreter to explain the process of implementation, including three steps, namely: loading, pre-processing, scanning.
The third part studies the structure of Tina code, analyzes the function of Tina in detail, and gives the detailed steps of each functional analysis.
